
BATTERY
STANDS
CBH battery stands are customizable to suit any 
battery room, a specialized solution for roll-out 
battery-changing applications. Available in various 
configurations with a plethora of options CBH 
battery stands support all battery dimensions 
and required roll-out heights, tailored to meet the 
needs of any operation. 

CARNEY
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BRS

BATTERY ROLLER
STANDS

 ✓ Optional drip trays 

 ✓ Single to quad 
configurations

 ✓ Adjustable roller 
height

 ✓ Integrated bump and 
safety stops

 ✓ Complete battery 
room package 
available  

 ✓ Low to high volume

 ✓ Fully welded charger 
shelves are available 
with flexible 
mounting supports

 ✓ Ventilation design 
and kits for direct 
gas extraction

 ✓ Polyethylene drip 
trays

 ✓ Integrated cable 
management 
systems 

 ✓ Custom widths 
and depths to suit 
special battery sizes 
or unique space 
requirements

FACTORY OPTIONS  
& ACCESSORIES

CUSTOMIZABLE 
COLOUR

ACID-
RESISTANT 
POWDER 
COATING

ADJUSTABLE 
LEGS

ALL-WELDED 
STEEL 

CONSTRUCTION

SIZES FOR ALL APPLICATIONS 
Complete range of single, double, triple and quad configurations to 
support all battery dimensions and roll-out heights. 

ENGINEERED TO LAST 
Fully welded steel construction finished in acid proof powder coat paint 
to withstand the harsh acid-rich environment of any battery room. 

SUPREME PROTECTION 
All rollers come equipped with a non-conductive polyethylene sleeve to 
prevent corrosion and electrical conductivity.

LEVEL WHEN YOUR FLOOR ISN’T 
Simple to adjust, 1” diameter support legs, allow for incremental 
adjustment to compensate for unleveled floors and safely support 
extreme loads. 

UNMATCHED SAFETY 
All models feature integrated rubber back stops and front safety stop 
latches to ensure efficient yet safe battery storage and security. 

FULLY INTEGRATED OPTIONS 
A huge range of options allows flexibility to meet your changing needs. 
Add a charger shelf to allow easier charger access or a pogo stick to 
safely control charger cables. You can also add a back enclosure to 
create positive fume extraction or a drip tray to safely collect corrosive 
acid spills.



DOUBLE ROLLER 
STAND

MODEL BFR OW

Min  
DRS -12 12” 27.25”

Max  
DRS-36 36” 75.25”

QUAD ROLLER 
STAND

MODEL BFR OW

Min  
QRS -9 9” 40”

Max  
QRS-21 21” 88”

TRIPLE ROLLER 
STAND

MODEL BFR OW

Min  
TRS -9 9” 30.5”

Max  
TRS-27 27” 84.5”

Carney Battery Roller Stands are industry standard, known worldwide for 
premium construction and durability. Each roller stand is manufactured 
to custom specifications which allows operations to match the height of 
their lift truck battery compartment. We start with heavy premium gauge 
structural steel, laser cut to our specifications to support our unique 
polyethylene-coated, acid-resistant roller system. Each stand has a 
comprehensive range of options, including integrated drip trays, charger 
shelves, direct ventilation, and cable management systems. Available 
in a full range of widths, depths, and roll-off heights, CBH can offer a 
matched stand for any application, no matter how unique.

MODEL/PART NUMBER 
BREAKDOWN
Example: SRS-36-7-C-CS-DT

 ✓ CL – Custom Length 
roller stand

 ✓ EH – Custom Height 
rollers

 ✓ ETH – Custom Height 
charger shelf

 ✓ DTSA – Drip Tray Rails 
to support acid drip 
trays

 ✓ DT – Drip trays

 ✓ Note: Standard roller 
stand foot is threaded 
bolt with +/- 1” height 
adjustment. 

 ✓ All roller stands  
must be fitted into 
retaining channel  
(Part # RC-01)
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HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS? GET IN TOUCH

sales@carneybatteryhandling.com
www.carneybatteryhandling.com

Tel: 1.905.564.0303
Toll free: 1.866.THE.BULL

OPTIONS AT 
ADDITIONAL COST

BRS

SINGLE ROLLER 
STAND

MODEL BFR OW

Min  
SRS -12 12” 15”

Max  
SRS-48 48” 51”

PVC 
coated 
rollers

Charger 
shelf

Roller 
width 

(inches)

SRS: Single  
Roller Stand

Roller height 
above floor 

(inches)

7 C CS36SRS
Drip 
tray

DT


